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Iced - Regine Abel
The fate of his people rests in her hands. When
the penitentiary ship she's incarcerated in
crashes onto an alien planet, Kira and a handful
of survivors find refuge in The City in the
Caldera alongside its Fire Valos inhabitants. But
the sadistic experiments performed on her by
the prison's scientist make the heat intolerable
for her. When the opportunity to go to the frozen
city of E’Lek presents itself, Kira believes she’ll
finally be at peace. But her first encounter with
the Northern Valos doesn't go as planned. Duke
is confused by the strange human female. Like
him, she’s cold, made for the icy lands of the
Northern Valos. Her resemblance with the
Creators and questionable friendship with a
human hated by his people raises their collective
suspicions. Yet, only she could save their lost
tribes condemned to an eternal slumber. As his
heartstone warms for her, Duke is determined to
prove to the rest of the tribe that beneath her
frozen exterior hides a compassionate female.
His female.
Vexing Voss - Gail Koger 2018
For Voss, a Coletti Warlord, conquering the
universe is a piece of cake. After all, he's a
master of psychic seduction; no one can resist
him when he sets his mind to it.Zoey Jones is
determined to find her mother's killer.
Surrendering to a fierce Coletti warrior is the
last thing on her mind. When Voss is determined
to make Zoey his mate, she unleashes her own
brand of whoop-ass to discourage his pursuit.
When her clever disguises, skunk perfume, stun
gun, and smoke bombs fail to stop the ruthless
warlord, she's forced to negotiate her surrender:
she would mate with him if he would help her

find her mother's killer.To Zoey's surprise, Voss
agrees, and the hunt is on. Their quest to bring
the villain to justice leads to unlikely alliances in
an interplanetary war, and more surprisingly, to
love.
Unleashed - Tiffany Roberts 2018-10-20
Despite the shelter her adoptive parents have
provided her entire life, Nina's psychic abilities
have always hung over her like a shadow. The
very powers that should give her strength have
driven her to isolate herself. But lately, her
craving for companionship -- a mate -- has
become stronger than her fear. One foolish
decision puts her life at great risk. And also
provides a wondrous discovery...Aduun, Vortok,
and Balir have existed in a state of constant rage
and ravenous hunger for centuries, locked away
in the beastly forms that were forced upon them.
Their only thoughts were of revenge on their
Creator -- until a mysterious female falls into
their underground prison, restoring their
heartstones and their sanity. They know nothing
about her, yet she may be their only chance at
reclaiming their freedom. Unable to deny their
intense attraction, they set out together to
escape their Creator's trap and rescue their lost
people. Can they keep Nina safe and persevere
in a world designed to destroy them?------- *The
Valos of Sonhadra series is the shared vision of
nine sci-fi and fantasy romance authors. Each
book contains their own Happy Ever Afters, and
can be read in any order.
Luna Touched - Belle Harper 2019-11-10
My name is Luna.I applied to a job ad that
sounded too good to be true.It was!I'm being
sent to an Alien Planet to marry an Alien guy
with four-arms.But now I'm here, I just found out
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I'm getting FIVE Alien husbands not one.This
was not what I applied for.But one of the Alien
guys broke my Translator and things are about
to get messy.Luna Touched is the first in a series
of standalone books. This book is Reverse
Harem. Sexy Aliens with four-arms and tails...
what more could you want?
Blazing - Nancey Cummings 2019-01-11
A woman on fire. Lucie survived four hellish
years in prison, being sucked through a
wormhole and crashing onto an alien planet. All
she wants is to go home. Passion and rage burn
in her. She wants her life back and nothing will
stop her: not prison, not an alien planet and not
three powerful aliens determined to claim
her.They won't distract her with their
smoldering embrace or fiery kisses. Alien men
forged from fire. Sarsen, Ertale and Asche spent
the last thousand years waiting for release from
their bonds. When the intriguing female bursts
into their lives, she frees them from their
unending servitude and ignites the fire in their
heartstones. Now she thinks she can just leave
them behind? Not acceptable. All three will do
whatever it takes to make Lucie understand that
her body and her heart belongs to them. The
Valos of Sonhadra series is the shared vision of
nine sci-fi and fantasy romance authors. Each
book is a standalone, containing its own Happy
Ever After, and can be read in any order. Blazing
is a Reverse Harem story with three heroes and
one lucky heroine, complete and no cliffhangers.
Enduring - Marina Simcoe 2020-09-23
They say crime doesn’t pay . . . but what if it’s
done in the name of love? Being left behind by
my boyfriend and getting arrested wasn’t part of
the plan. Neither was becoming a test subject
for a mad scientist, a crash landing in the prison
spaceship, and then struggling to survive in a
deadly alien jungle. I could have paid with my
life, instead, I was given two incredible reasons
to love again, and this time the thing I need to
do is to hold on to them. Love condemned me,
now it’s the only thing left that can save
everything I hold dear. Simply enduring is no
longer enough. I want to truly live. The Valos of
Sonhadra series is the shared vision of nine sci-fi
and fantasy romance authors. Each book is a
standalone, containing its own Happy Ever After,
and can be read in any order.
____________________________________ Warning:

Enduring is a FMM sci-fi romance that contains
graphic descriptions of intimacy. Intended for
mature readers.
Guardian - Emmy Chandler 2018-05-15
"Choose wisely. Then keep your head down and
do what you're told. Time will pass, and we'll be
back for you."Audra Copeland is among dozens
of newly convicted felons dropped off on the
prison planet Rhodon, where she discovers that
the women of zone four have a long-standing
arrangement with the men. If they hand over six
of the new arrivals, the men won't raid. And
Audra has just been drafted.She can take her
chances on her own, or select a guardian. The
deal is simple, if barbaric: sex, in exchange for
food and safety from the other two hundred men
in zone four. It's a terrifying proposal. The men
are violent, filthy degenerates.Then Audra sees
Tyson at the edge of the crowd. A hulking,
scarred figure, the other men call him a savage,
but his clothes are clean, and he's holding a
freshly caught rabbit. He can clearly protect
what's his.As compassionate as he is powerful,
Tyson ignites something fierce in Audra, and
their connection is white-hot. The problem?
Every thirty days, she'll have to pick a new
guardian.Now that he's found Audra, Ty has
every intention of keeping her for himself. Even
if he has to destroy the fragile zone four peace
treaty to do it.
Carnage - Sandra R. Neeley 2018-06-18
CarnageWhispers From the BayouBook 1Raised
by a father who curses the day she was born,
Carolena finds herself in the swamps of south
Louisiana under the guise of overseeing her
father's investments. In truth, she is making
every attempt to avoid forced marriage to any of
the men he would have her shipped off to. She's
always believed that her husband would love
her, would give his very life just to hold her; not
be a man who would marry her to claim her
father's wealth. When she arrives in the deepsouth, she catches the eye of a local backwoods
family of brothers. The eldest, Bobby, decides
that he is deserving of a step-up in life, takes her
against her will to his hovel of a home at the
edge of the swamps to be shared between
himself and his brothers. Carolena -- not the
shrinking flower they think her to be, flees into
the deepest, darkest, wildest portion of the
swamps in an effort to escape the brothers and
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their plans for her. Death at the hands of the
creatures in these wetlands is a better option, in
her mind. Little does she know, she's also caught
the eye of the most dangerous creature there,
one of legend -- of nightmares. He's watching
her every move, admiring her bravery -- and he's
decided he's keeping her. Carnage is a Gargoyle.
He's also volatile, dangerous, unpredictable, and
lonely. One evening minding his own business at
the edge of the sanctuary he calls home, he spies
a female. A human female, and she's running
headlong into his swamps, with no regard for
her own safety. Then he sees the reason; three
men, and they're hot on her trail, torches in
hand, hell bent on catching her before she can
get away. He watches as they get closer and
closer to her, easily following her trail. Carnage
makes a snap decision that changes both their
lives forever; he drops out of a tree right behind
her, slaps one clawed hand over her mouth to
keep her from screaming, wraps her in his huge
arms and goes right back to the treetops. He
shelters her while the men traverse the ground
below, unable to determine why her trail
disappeared. Carnage admires this little female - she was brave to run into the swamps alone.
There are many creatures lying in wait for just
such a meal. But she no longer has to worry
about that, because now she's his. He only hopes
that she doesn't fear him too much once she gets
a good look at his blue-grey skin, his fangs and
his horns. Because regardless of what she
thinks, or the rules of his community -- he's not
giving her up.
Alien Prison - Tracy Lauren 2021-09-03
Tess didn't have much to miss when she was
stolen from Earth. She left behind a lackluster
job and a piece of trash, cheating boyfriend. It
was tragic really, to lose her life before it had
ever begun. Kidnapped and sold into slavery, she
quickly found herself with a one-way ticket to
prison. All hope of escape was lost. At that point,
it was about survival and never once did she
imagine that in the depths of an alien prison
ship, her life would finally take shape. Hope was
a thing of the past for Crius as well. Years had
gone by, each chipping away at his soul. He no
longer felt like the man he once was. He felt
more like a monster, pushed to the brink in
order to protect a dorm that didn't care one way
or another. Then she walked in, a ray of light in

a dark life. She saw past the beast. After
everything, she could still see him. And what do
you do when you find a reason for living? You
fight. You fight for love and you fight for family.
When you know what real loss is, you can't bear
to lose that which counts. When push comes to
shove, Crius and Tess draw a line in the sand
and they plot an escape from ALIEN PRISON.
Blind Fall - Amanda Milo 2021-08-19
I was gifted as a slave-bride to an alien giant.
That's the start of my day. At least I have my
guide dog, Kota, with me. I'd be lost without
her... literally. Yes. I'm blind. And our new alien
owner is kind enough that he's not holding me to
the wife or slave deal even though that's what I
was intended for. We've basically been dropped
into a scene from Little House on the Alien
Prairie, complete with his one-room cabin, and
he's been the perfect gentleman. He's pretty
great, and I'm actually starting to wish I could
take him home with me.He doesn't know it yet,
but the threat of him going into 'rut' is no longer
a deterrent... **This book is a standalone--grab
and enjoy! (Note: Explicit language and adult
scenes are contained in this book.) ***Heads up
for readers of the Stolen series: this is an
interconnected standalone, so hop in and have
some fun "Aha!" moments with me!
The (Alien) Nanny for Christmas - Amanda
Milo 2020-10-12
Hi. I'm Gwen. I'm a single mom to two growing
boys-and now I'm the brand new owner of an
alien whose greatest wish in life is to become a
live-in nanny.It's been kind of a weird day.I
wholeheartedly recommend adding an alien to
your household though. He cooks, he cleans-and
the kids love him. But three things you should
know if you're going to keep a seven-foot-tall
alien in your basement?You might want to invest
in flameproof cookware.He will think of you as
his planet's equivalent of a princess.And my
alien is totally stealing my underwear.**This is a
37K, sweet Standalone Novella. Note: Explicit
language and adult scenes are contained in this
book.***Heads up for readers of the Stolen
series: this is an interconnected standalone, so
hop in and have some fun "Ha!" moments with
me!
The Werewolf Nanny - Amanda Milo 2020-11-30
As a struggling single mom with a babysitter
emergency, I'm relieved when Finn Cauley--Irish
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heartthrob, my boss, and my work-friend-who-Ikeep-at-a-distance--takes me by the shoulders
and says the four most beautiful words a
stressed-out woman can ever hear: I will fix this.
Finn proceeds to literally drag a free babysitter
into our house, for which I'm super grateful,
really. I just have just one teeny, tiny concern.
Our new nanny is a *werewolf.* Note: This story
is a *slow*-burn romantic comedy with more
than 100,000 words of sweet wereshifter fun.
Captive in the Dark - Cj Roberts 2011
BOOK ONE OF THE DARK DUET: Caleb is a
man with a singular interest in revenge.
Kidnapped as a young boy and sold into slavery
by a power-hungry mobster, he has thought of
nothing but vengeance. For twelve years he has
immersed himself in the world of pleasure slaves
searching for the one man he holds ultimately
responsible. Finally, the architect of his
suffering has emerged with a new identity, but
not a new nature. If Caleb is to get close enough
to strike, he must become the very thing he
abhors and kidnap a beautiful girl to train her to
be all that he once was. Eighteen-year-old Olivia
Ruiz has just woken up in a strange place.
Blindfolded and bound, there is only a calm male
voice to welcome her. His name is Caleb, though
he demands to be called Master. Olivia is young,
beautiful, naïve and willful to a fault. She has a
dark sensuality that cannot be hidden or denied,
though she tries to accomplish both. Although
she is frightened by the strong, sadistic, and
arrogant man who holds her prisoner, what
keeps Olivia awake in the dark is her unwelcome
attraction to him. WARNING: This book contains
very disturbing situations, dubious consent,
strong language, and graphic violence.
Alien Holiday - Tracy Lauren 2021-02-02
It's Christmastime on Elysia. The weather is as
wintery as one can expect in a rain forest and
our annual secret Santa game is in full swing.
Yet for me, something's missing. My heart aches
whenever I think of mi familia back home. Still,
I'm determined to make this Christmas a special
one and when I meet a Grinchy, green alien
living high on a mountain above our village I've
suddenly got a project. For years this guy has
been living in solitude-That ends now. No one
should be alone, especially at Christmas. Family
is the dearest thing to my heart and I'm going to
make this Grinch a part of mine whether he likes

it or not. But the one thing I didn't plan on, was
falling in love in the process.
The Melier - Poppy Rhys 2017-12-03
Running for her life...Lucia hijacks a stolen
cargo ship only to find she's not alone. A giant,
beastly alien slave with no memory of his past is
now her newest acquisition, and she has no idea
what to do with him.Stuck together for the
foreseeable future on the journey back to her
home planet, Lucia struggles with the decision
to keep him close or risk letting him fall back
into enemy hands.Outrunning the pirates in
pursuit, and her own desires, is shaping up to be
an impossible task.WARNING: This story
contains a non-human alien hero, mature
content, graphic language, and some violence
against women.
Unfrozen - Regine Abel
When the penitentiary ship she's incarcerated in
gets sucked into an anomaly, Lydia barely
survives the crash onto an alien planet. Only the
sadistic experiments performed on her by the
prison's scientist allow her to survive this harsh
and dangerous world. The future looks grim
until she stumbles upon a magnificent city of ice
and its most unusual inhabitant. Kai is
fascinated by the delicate stranger fallen from
the stars with the power to bring his hibernating
city back to life. She stirs emotions long
forgotten by his frozen heartstone. Can she be
the salvation of his people or will the trap set by
the Creator bring about their collective doom?
Dreams of Shreds and Tatters - Amanda
Downum 2015-05-07
When Liz Drake's best friend vanishes, nothing
can stop her nightmares. Driven by the certainty
he needs her help, she crosses a continent to
search for him. She finds Blake comatose in a
Vancouver hospital, victim of a mysterious
accident that claimed his lover's life – in her
dreams he drowns. Blake's new circle of artists
and mystics draws her in, but all of them are
lying or keeping dangerous secrets. Soon
nightmare creatures stalk the waking city, and
Liz can't fight a dream from the daylight world:
to rescue Blake she must brave the darkest
depths of the Dreamlands. Even the attempt
could kill her, or leave her mind trapped or
broken. And if she succeeds, she must face the
monstrous Yellow King, whose slave Blake is on
the verge of becoming forever.
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Going Overboard - L. A. Witt 2018-02-05
Second-class petty officers Dalton Taylor and
Chris Ingram have been best friends since
coxswain's school. Now they're stationed
together in the Harbor Patrol Unit of NAS
Adams. They're content as friends, but secretly,
they both ache for more. Neither makes a move,
though; while Dalton is out and proud, Chris is
closeted--even from his best friend. Then
another coxswain's negligence nearly drowns
Dalton. After a taste of how easily they could
lose each other, neither man can keep his
feelings hidden anymore, and it turns out love
and sex come easy when you're falling for your
best friend. Things aren't just heating up
between the friends-turned-lovers, though. The
Navy is investigating the accident, and the
Harbor Patrol chief isn't going to let his star
coxswain go down for dereliction of duty, even if
saving him means throwing Dalton under the
bus. As the threats and gaslighting pile up, Chris
and Dalton need each other more than ever--as
shipmates, friends, and lovers. But if their chief
prevails, the only way they can save their
careers is to let each other go.
Undying - Tiffany Roberts 2018-02-11
BRINGER OF DEATH... Orishok is the last of his
kind - a valo shaped by the Creators to embody
death. He's stood vigil over his people for
centuries, watching them fade away, one by one
succumbing to the entropic energies they hold
inside. With his slightest touch unwillingly
bringing death to all living things, he has
remained isolated in his people's city, his heart
as empty as the buildings around him...until a
pale, slight female arrives and shakes the
foundations of his world. GIVER OF LIFE...
Quinn Dalton lost everything when she was
convicted of murder - her sister, her niece, her
budding career - but it isn't until she's
transferred to an interstellar penitentiary that
she realizes her very life is no longer her own.
Her existence aboard the Concord is a
nightmare, broken only when the station is torn
through a wormhole and crash lands on an alien
world. After waking up alone and bloodied, but
somehow unharmed, she seeks shelter in an
abandoned city - where she discovers an ancient,
wondrous mystery. Can she survive alongside a
being whose touch means death? ------------------------------------------------ Warning: This book contains

foul language, explicit sexual content, and
violence and is intended for mature readers only.
Luna Touched - Belle Harper 2019-09-30
My name is Luna.I applied to a job ad that
sounded too good to be true.It was!I'm being
sent to an Alien Planet to marry an Alien guy
with four-arms.But now I'm here, I just found out
I'm getting FIVE Alien husbands not one.This
was not what I applied for.But one of the Alien
guys broke my Translator and things are about
to get messy.Luna Touched is the first in a series
of standalone books. This book is Reverse
Harem. Sexy Aliens with four-arms and tails...
what more could you want?
Tempest - Poppy Rhys 2018-02-15
They can't break me.I wasn't prepared for what
came after I got arrested and sent to prison.
Finding my sister in that hellhole should've been
easy.I wasn't prepared to survive an alien planet
straight out of a prehistoric nightmare. Facing
my fears to withstand the creatures that wanted
to eat me, and the four alien men that watched
me like a morsel they wanted to sink their teeth
into...I wasn't prepared for any of it.But I sure as
hell wouldn't let it break me.---This story
contains a reverse harem (m/m/f/m/m) of fishman, element wielding, alien heroes, mature
content, violence, and probably too much
language! Tempest is best enjoyed after reading
Alluvial (Valos of Sonhadra #1)The Valos of
Sonhadra series is the shared vision of nine sci-fi
and fantasy romance authors. Each book is a
standalone, containing its own Happy Ever After,
and can be read in any order. For more books in
the Valos of Sonhadra Series, check out:Amanda
Milo - Alluvial (Valos of Sonhadra #1)Poppy
Rhys - Tempest (Valos of Sonhadra #2)Nancey
Cummings - Blazing (Valos of Sonhadra
#3)Ripley Proserpina - Whirlwind (Valos of
Sonhadra #4)Naomi Lucas - Radiant (Valos of
Sonhadra #5)Isabel Wroth - Shadowed (Valos of
Sonhadra #6)Tiffany Roberts - Undying (Valos of
Sonhadra #7)Marina Simcoe - Enduring (Valos
of Sonhadra #8)Regine Abel - Unfrozen (Valos of
Sonhadra #9)
Radiant - Naomi Lucas 2018-02-11
Yahiro never thought she would end up in
prison. Let alone on a prison ship where escape
was impossible. But none of that mattered
anymore because while she was curled up in the
corner of her cell, the lights went out.And when
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they turned back on it was worse.Ending up on a
planet--one so different than Earth--greeted by
the screams of those who were injured in the
crash and the corpses of those who didn't make
it, she sets off with the survivors in hopes of
finding a way home.What she finds instead are
three golden aliens that won't let her out of their
sight, a city on the back of a giant beast, and a
ghost world that will never let her leave.---Book
five in the Valos of Sonhadra series.Warning:
this is a reverse harem and intended for mature
readers only, expect explicit scenes, and
violence
Shadowed - Isabel Wroth 2018-02-12
When an orbital prison is torn through a
wormhole and crashes on an unknown planet,
it's every woman for herself to escape the
wreckage.As though savage beasts and harsh,
alien climates aren't enough, the survivors
discover the world isn't uninhabited and must
face new challenges--risking not only their lives
but their hearts.DEJA thought she could fear
nothing more than the daily treatments she
received during her imprisonment on the
Concord. The horrible experiments which rack
her body with unimaginable, searing pain. But
she discovers the true meaning of terror as she
clings to life pod's harness while plummeting
toward the surface of an unknown
planet.Struggling to outrun the beasts hunting
her, fighting to outrun the light, Deja hastens for
the only cover she can find -- between the feet of
a giant stone statue. Only statues aren't
supposed to move, or wrap you in their arms and
carry you off INTO SHADOW...Welcome to
Sonhadra.The Valos of Sonhadra series is the
shared vision of nine sci-fi and fantasy romance
authors. Each book is a standalone, containing
its own Happy Ever After, and can be read in any
order. For total satisfaction, it is BEST read as
part of the SERIES.
Cyborg Merman - Amanda Milo 2020-09-04
What happens when a merman cyborg steals a
human wife? When my husband dies, leaving me
a widow on the frontier planet Traxia, his best
friend--a merman-turned-cyborg--decides to offer
me his protection.All I have to do is marry
him.There are good reasons to accept his offer.
If I didn't think with my heart, I'd be wise to say
yes. But this cyborg is shrewd and calculating
and so clinical. Plus, my husband's body is barely

cold. I just can't do it.When I essentially tell him
to get bent, he demonstrates why the local
cowboys are afraid of him. I didn't know he
possesses the ability to alter areas of my brain-and with no hesitation, he begins exploiting a
way to circumvent my flat-out No to his
marriage proposal.***Note: This is a 17K Short
Story Romance you can enjoy during a
lunchbreak or two. There's an HEA ending and
no cheating.*Trigger warning* if you're averse to
dubcon romance.
Rescued by an Alien - Amanda Milo 2020-09-03
ZADEONWhen my human mate was auctioned,
she was sold to a savage lot of aliens.I rescued
her body from her tormentors.But her
mind...She is hurt.She's afraid I will abandon
her; but I've been waiting all my life for my
mate.I am not going to walk away. I'm going to
help her heal.And I will help her fight for
us.***Content warning: For readers 18 years and
older Contains explicit sexual situations, dark
themes, sensitive subjects, and violence.
Inferno - Nancey Cummings 2019-01-11
How do you mend a broken heartstone? Amber
crashed onto an alien planet and survived the
dangers of an unknown world. Three literally hot
aliens with lava coursing through their veins
decide she’s their mate. She’s endured
everything Sonhadra has thrown at her but she
might not survive their fiery embrace. Pel and
Mishal know that the commanding human
female is their mate. They vow to claim her once
they repair Flin’s fractured heartstone, the
material from which can only be found in the
frozen north. Barely able to keep their hands off
each other, how can Amber and her Fire Valos
resist temptationuntil they can find a way to
safely be together? Inferno is a return to the
multi-author, multi-book Valos of Sonhadra
series and full of steamy Reverse Harem action.
Neanderthal Marries Human - Penny Reid
2014-06-21
After just five months of dating Janie, Quinnformer Wendell and unapologetic autocrat-is
ready to propose marriage. In fact, he's more
than ready. If it were up to Quinn, he would
efficiently propose, marry, and beget Janie with
child all in the same day. But Janie, much to
Quinn's dismay, tosses a wrench in his
efficacious endeavors and challenges him to
prove his devotion by going through the
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matrimonial motions, no matter how minute and
mundane. Will Quinn last until the wedding day?
Anton's Grace - Regine Abel 2017-05-30
Revenge is a patient beast. Grace is in trouble.
Her agent and ex-boyfriend, Marcus, has fled,
leaving her stranded on the Venus Hive pleasure
barge. His creditors want compensation and
with Marcus nowhere to be found, they've
decided Grace will do nicely. Desperate for help,
she turns to Anton Myers, the wealthy and
ruthless owner of the Hive Network. He agrees
to help her. The terms: anything he wants for six
months. Anton has waited a long time for this
moment. Grace may not remember him, but he
hasn't forgotten her. Signing herself over to his
every command will not keep her safe. A Braxian
never forgets a slight to his honor. And Grace
will pay... with interests. Anton's Grace is a
twisted tale of unlikely second chances that will
leave you squirming in your seat. Can you
stomach the darkness? Warning: This dark
romance is not for the faint of heart. It contains
explicit scenes of violence and deals with topics
such as domestic violence and slavery. Sensitive
readers, please abstain.
The Quarry Master - Amanda Milo 2020-07-25
BASH: I dislike people.I despise humans.A cruel
mandate from one of my region's rulers has
saddled me with a slew of little alien humans:
I'm to put them to work.One problem?I run a
rock quarry, where humans' thin skin is a
detriment to productivity. Overseeing these
humans is like trying to herd yanaks. If I don't
burn, beat, or strangle them to death by the
day's end, it will be a miracle.ISLA: I can tell the
boss likes me, because I'm not dead. Bash is
abrasive and acerbic, like some sort of alien love
child between Michael Caine and Miss
Hannigan. And maybe Ebenezer Scrooge. Bash
is a little... anti-human race. But he's not all bad.
Sure, he's a little growly and he sets things on
fire when he gets mad, but even villains need a
friend. And here? Bash is everybody's
villain.Everybody's but mine.Warning: This book
is the slowest of slow burns. It's a 127K story
with the personal puzzle parts not snapping
together until the last stretch of the book. If you
want to sink your teeth into a romance that hits
the fireworks level fast, skip on this one. But if
you want a sweet slow burn, then this one might
be the book for you. (Especially if you love super

grouchy heroes with big horns and bigger
attitudes.)
Alien Instinct - Tracy Lauren 2018-04-12
Rennek is an honor bound male whose very
existence in life is tarnished by the sins of his
father. When he and his crew stumble onto a
trafficking ring his immediate instinct is to
rescue the females. He finds himself drawn to
one of them, setting in motion a dangerous
course of events propelling him towards his
destiny. Can Rennek be the leader his people
need him to be as the secrets of the past are
uncovered?Kate has spent years muddling
through life, never quite finding a place for
herself. When she wakes in an alien cargo hold,
life surprisingly becomes a lot easier. Well,
except for the bounty hunters and dirty space
cops pursuing her of course. Kate's new found
happiness has a lot to do with her sexy new alien
boyfriend, but she doesn't know how to react
when he suddenly starts calling her his mate.
Will Kate be able to move beyond the hangups of
her past and give herself completely to Rennek?
In the Mood Fur Love - Eve Langlais 2018-10-02
Three hot stories about sexy shifters from a trio
of today's hottest paranormal romance authors,
headlined by bestselling authors Eve Langlais
and Milly Taiden! Bearing His Touch by Eve
Langlais When Becka manages to escape her
kidnapper, she finds herself asking help of the
man with the nice brown eyes. Stavros can’t say
no, not when he knows Becka is his mate, but he
does have one dilemma when it comes to
claiming her. He'll have to find a way for her to
bear his touch. Fake Mated to the Wolf by Milly
Taiden Looking for a mate to bring to a party?
Wedding? Holiday gathering? Mates Fur Hire is
right for you? But what happens when your fake
mate ends up being your real one, from New
York Times bestselling author Milly Taiden! The
Witch, The Werewolf and The Waitress by Kate
Baxter For centuries, Lowman, Idaho has been
Ellie Curtis's prison. A vengeful witch cursed her
with immortality and locked her within the
confines of Lowman's borders, sealing Ellie off
from most of civilization for eternity. She's
learned to make the most of it. But when she
meets a cocky werewolf who's part of the elite
supernatural law enforcement group, all bets are
off... Colin instantly knew that Ellie was his
mate, but when he discovers her secret, he's
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determined to help set her free. But in doing so,
he might just lose the one thing he knows he
can't live without...
Intentional Abduction - Eve Langlais 2016-10-22
She intentionally abducted him because of his
prowess, so when the chance arose, he stole her
for revenge. Aylia is on a quest to get pregnant,
and in the time-honored tradition of her people,
she must find a suitable male for the task.
Seducing a warrior is harder than she expected,
especially when her body turns traitor and melts
at his touch. When he flips the situation around
and takes her prisoner, he somehow manages to
steal her heart. And she might just have to kill
him to get it back. Being the scourge of the
galaxy comes with consequences, like females
wanting his body--and males wanting his head.
After he meets Aylia, he learns that not all
battles are fought using fists and knives and the
deepest wounds come from the heart Through
the vastness of space, brothels and
unmentionable places in between, can this
stubborn pair overlook their pride and past to
come together? Or will they forever abduct each
other, unable to admit their love?
Alien Bride - Tracy Lauren 2018-10-10
Alessandra Kennedy wakes up to a veritable hell,
locked in a cage and held captive by aliens. But
her greatest fear is of what lies beyond those
cell doors. What horrors will the new life beyond
her prison have to offer? She imagined every
worst case scenario and all the horrible things
that might await her, but never once did she
imagine she would become an alien
The Psychology Workbook for Writers Darian Smith 2015
Writers know that their characters and stories
should be multi-layered and believable. Now
here's a simple workbook that uses the same
knowledge that gives therapists insight into
human behaviour to create fiction that hits the
mark. Each chapter outlines an aspect of
psychological theory as it can be used for
writing and provides two worksheets to translate
it into action - one to develop characters, one to
develop the story. Darian Smith is a prize
winning fiction writer with a degree in
psychology, a Diploma of Counselling, and is a
member of the New Zealand Association of
Counsellors. He combines these two sides of his
background to provide simple, easy to follow

tools that make use of established psychological
theory to help writers develop fully rounded,
interesting, realistic characters and inject
conflict into their stories. Give your writing the
benefit of over a decade of training and
experience and discover how to have readers
wanting more.
Beth's Stable - Amanda Milo 2019-06-11
They say that in space, no one can hear
you...(Yeah, you know what I'm quoting.) But
there are lots of places you can still scream and
be heard. Especially if you suddenly find yourself
on a ship traveling through space. I've been
abducted by aliens and auctioned to an alien
pirate. My epic love of movies sort of comes in
handy, what with all the sci-fi suddenly in my
face. Therefore, I don't completely lose my mind
when my new owner takes me to his ship where
I learn I'm under the control of not one, but
*five* space pirates. (...And it's not scary at all
when I only meet four of them, and everyone
warns me away from the mystery fifth alien.)
Luckily, they're not deterred by the fact that I've
come to them carrying a passenger. I'm
pregnant.Last I saw my ex, he was hell-bent on
giving me another beating I wouldn't forget. But
with my new 'owners, ' I'm safe for the first time
in a long time--and so is my little girl. Not that
everything is all raindrops on roses, and
innocent kittens: they're pirates. They've got a
real addiction to plundering, and a passion for
purloining.I'm pretty fond of the former, but
when it comes to the thieving, I'm afraid they're
going to take more than my body... Piece by
piece, all five of my pirates are stealing my
*heart.* Beth's Stable is 125K words, and has a
HEA with hot pirates. **Note: Beth's Stable is a
standalone Reverse Harem romance where five
men woo one woman. They're space pirates, but
there are no crossed energy sabers in this story.
There is a Happily Ever After. You should
probably be at least 18 if you crack open this
ebook because Beth would hate to corrupt you.
(Although if her pirates had met you before they
grew completely, totally devoted to her, they
would have loved showing you the ropes. Sorry,
doves!;D
An Alien For Christmas - Regine Abel
2020-12-03
The best gifts come in big packages. Meet
Kathleen: a thirty-six-year-old Plain Jane
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extraordinaire, with a Ph. D in Xenobiology and
another in Spinsterhood. This year, yet again,
her sorry self is stuck working on Mars for the
holidays. Aside from dodging the unrequited
attentions of a certain cringe-worthy bachelor on
the station, she mentally prepares for yet
another lonely and boring Christmas. But when
her sister sends her an early gift in the form of a
drool-worthy alien hellbent on fulfilling her
every desire, Kathleen isn't so sure she wishes to
stay off the naughty list anymore. This book is
standalone.
Escaping Fate - Regine Abel 2017-03-28
Enslaved. Exploited. Hunted. Born and raised on
a slavers ship, Amalia is one of the rare
survivors of the Veredian race. Like all Veredian
females, Amalia possesses a unique psi ability
which makes her the prized pet of her master
Gruuk. She escapes to Xelix Prime, a warrior
planet where slavery is prohibited. There, she
participates in the Fastening to select one of
countless hopeful warriors as her mate and
protector. Except, she's now torn between two
cousins. For Khel and Lhor, time is ticking. Like
most Xelixian males, they are Tainted. On top of
marking them as a lesser class of society, the
disease mars their bodies and reduces their
lifespan to less than forty years. Only a
compatible female can slow or revert the Taint.
But the females at the Fastening shun the males
with visible symptoms. Until Amalia... Between
Gruuk's dogged pursuit, deadly rivalries,
assassins and corrupted nobles, can the cousins
keep Amalia safe or will their respective feelings
for her tear them apart? This MFM novel is a
constant toe-curling, action-packed thriller, and
the first book in the Veredian Chronicles series.
It is standalone with no cliffhanger. LOSING
AMALIA BONUS SCENE INCLUDED!
Contagion - Amanda Milo 2020-09-03
One OCD neat freak alien.One human
woman.Both are abducted and held captive in a
very unsterile environment.What more could go
wrong? Simmi: I've broken free and I've also
freed the human who was held captive with me.
But I don't know where we are, and I don't know
where my home is. The local wildlife may be
smaller than I am, and maybe they don't have
fangs near as large as mine, but I'm still
terrified. My issues with germs--and my
uncompromising avoidance of all the things that

I'm afraid of coming into contact with--is going
to get me killed in this wilderness.Thankfully,
Aurora lets me follow her.Thankfully, she seems
to know the way out of this endless and
inhospitable woodland and desert biome.But by
the end of our journey, she'll suspect she's
harboring a contagion. I have no way to know it,
but she's afraid to tell me. Afraid of how I'll react
once I find out what she's carrying.***Note: This
40K, Standalone story is intended for readers
18+ due to romantic elements and adult themes.
There is no cheating. There is one really
germphobic alien. Thankfully, there's also a
really understanding woman who is starting to
fall for him. Spoiler: They're totally gonna have a
Happily Ever After... just as soon as they can get
off this planet that's trying to kill them.
Alluvial - Amanda Milo 2018-02-15
Someone's using me as leverage against my
family. I was your average citizen, innocent of
any crime worth going to prison for, and yet
here I am.But this isn't a regular prison
ship.*Torture.*Experiments.They alter me. And
when the ship crashes on an alien planet, some
of my new abilities come in quite handy--it's the
side effects that aren't entirely welcome.Not by
me, anyway. The tribe of aliens that have taken
me captive?They don't seem to mind.~The Valos
of Sonhadra series is the shared vision of nine
scifi and fantasy romance authors. Each book is
a standalone with a guaranteed Happy Ever
After and can be read in any order.~**Note:
Explicit content, sexual situations, and language
warning. 44K word novel.
Rocky Mountain Devil - Vivian Arend 2016-09-20
New York Times Bestselling Author Vivian Arend
brings you the penultimate book in the SIX
PACK RANCH series. ------------- The sweetest part
of temptation is giving in… Raphael (Angel)
Coleman and Laurel Sitko were thick as thieves
throughout their school years. The unlikely
friendship between the rancher’s son and the
preacher’s daughter might have gone unnoticed
by most, but their shared laughter and
connection were the best parts of Rafe's life
growing up. Now that she’s returned to Rocky,
he’s eager to move from friend to something far
more intimate. After three years away, Laurel’s
ready to start over with the gorgeous cowboy
who’s always owned a piece of her heart. But
when her college ex shows up in town, she’s got
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a lot more to deal with than expected, including
one suddenly possessive cowboy determined to
protect her even as he tutors her through every
sexual lesson in the book. Desire flares hotter
and hotter through stolen moments and willing
seduction. But when tragedy strikes, Rafe’s left
on shaky ground, his biggest fear now a reality
that could tear them apart and rip forever from
their grasp. Will the connection forged by time
be strong enough to see them through to the
other side? Warning: Friends to lovers equals

sweet kisses heating to earth-shaking passion,
mixed with laughter and tears. Get ready for
hellos, farewells and goodbyes…some forever.
Because everyone knows the only real secrets in
a small town are the ones you’re willing to take
to the grave. Keywords: Canadian Author,
cowboy, western, contemporary, small town For
readers who enjoy: Jennifer Ryan, Joan Johnston,
Kate Pearce, Linda Lael Miller, Lindsay
McKenna, Diana Palmer, Maisey Yates, Vicki
Lewis Thompson, Lorelei James.
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